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Issue Note
By Rob McHenry

Another year and it has commenced well with no shrinkage of our numbers that I am aware of
– I‟m glad to report that the Vale section for this issue remains blank. As for the rest of the
issue, Don Swiney has put pen to paper or fingers to the keyboard and produced his memories
of the 15/59 Basic Course at Balcombe. Sapper to Corps Director is not a bad effort – a feat
probably most difficult or impossible in today‟s Army. There is also a story from John Mobbs
about making a purchase in Mauritius - seems to be quite an exercise in patience.
As for the photos in the Photo Gallery section of the newsletter, my thanks to those who have
sent me some interesting images. Sending and receiving the photos is the easy part. Getting
the background story is like the proverbial blood from a stone in most cases. We all seem a
bit hesitant to commit to writing. Perhaps this is a hangover from our service time where
such activity often opened up an opportunity for others to criticise.
I can be contacted on email: rob@mchenry.net.au
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AWM Remembrance Book
By Peter Jensen

The Remembrance Book commemorates all those members of the Australian Defence Force
who have died on operations after 30 June 1947 designated as non-warlike service, and its
equivalent, including hazardous service or peacekeeping service or humanitarian peacetime
service.
In late 2007 I noted that the Australian War Memorial Remembrance Book, both hardcopy and
on-line, did not include the names of two officers who I knew had died on non-warlike survey
ops post 30 June 1947. I made a submission to AWM to include LT Kev Shoppe, 1 Avn Regt,
who was killed in TPNG in 1973 and FLTLT Ralph Taylor, 9 Sqn RAAF, who was killed in Irian
Jaya in 1977. Of course the details of my submission had to be verified and that all took time,
but in late 2008 the members were commemorated in the Remembrance Book. See
http://www.awm.gov.au/research/people/remembrance_book/ for names and eligibility info.
The purpose of this article is to alert people to the book as there may be other ADF members
who have been inadvertantly missed.

An RASvy Connection to the Global Positioning
System – Follow Up
By Peter Jensen

The following two paragraphs from Peter Jensen’s article were inadvertantly missed when I published the last
newsletter and are provided as a follow-up. From Peter’s story, TRANET Smithfield attracted public and
parliamentary attention. House of Representatives and Senate Hansard record questions from the Federal
Opposition to the Government, then Liberal and National Party coalition in 1977, 1978, 1980, 1981 and 1982 with
respect to the purpose of the station and the connection with US fleet ballistic missile submarines.

In March 1981 the Government allowed a visit to the station by the Leader of the Federal
Opposition, Mr W. Hayden, and the Deputy Leader of the Federal Opposition, Mr N. Bowen.
Whilst this visit went a long way to appease the questions of the Federal Opposition as to
whether the station was a likely nuclear target, it did not bury the debate. One senior
Department officer said in the Press that he didn't know why anyone would waste targeting a
nuclear weapon on the site, when a hand grenade through the window would be a much
cheaper solution. That comment did not comfort us working at the station, and the Australian
Federal Police heightened security patrols of the area. Then in March 1982, Dr Blewitt, the
member for the Smithfield area, was critical of Minister Killen's response to another question.
Dr Blewitt noted that whilst Mr Hayden and Mr Bowen did not view the station as being a
nuclear target, 'it is possible, though not likely, that my constituents in Smithfield could
depart this world quite suddenly.'
The land on which the station was located was prepared for disposal in 1995 and the station
was moved a few kilometres into the main Defence Science and Technology Organisation area
at Salisbury. The new station with the RA Svy nomenclature K906 was connected by GPS to
both the Smithfield station and the national geodetic network by 4 Fd Svy Sqn in October
1994.
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Balcombe Barracks Plaque
Don Swiney is running with a proposal, yet to be finalised, for Survey along with the ex Army
Apprentice Association, the Signalers and the Bandsmen to each install a plaque on one of the
wing walls of the Commemorative Gates at the site of the old Balcombe Camp. The plaques
are to be cast bronze, 559mm x 432mm, contain our Corps badge and 14 lines of text – layout,
font sizes and style are to be consistent for each plaque.

At the Southern end of Balcombe Barracks, the School of Military Survey
was established in 1948, moving on to Bonegilla in 1966. Soldiers allocated
to the Royal Australian Survey Corps completed their basic training in
topographical mapping and charting here before being posted to any of the
Corps units throughout Australia. During their career, they returned from
time to time for advanced and specialised training with the practical aspects
conducted in the nearby Dromana Valley.
Graduates were involved in mapping and charting projects in Australia,
New Guinea, Indonesia, many of the Southwest Pacific countries and some
saw operational service in Vietnam.
Their expertise made the Corps a world leader in the mapping and charting
sciences. Many left the Corps, either at the end of their initial six year
engagement or later, and became leaders of the profession.
Erected by the Royal Australian Survey Corps Associations
Example plaque. Font size, type and general layout is indicative at this time.

Our plaque is one of four that will be installed to commemorate all the various ARA organisations that once
occupied Balcombe Camp. Mockup of how they will appear after installation.
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Tall Tales & True
RETAIL EXPERIENCE IN MAURITIUS
By John Mobbs in Mauritius- Not an old RASvy yarn but too good to pass up from a regular contributer.

I‟ve been wanting to get an extra headset/microphone arrangement for my office in Port
Louis, as good as those which I use on Skype at home. I noticed a little electronic store below
the building where I work today, and they had some ichat headphones in the window, which
turned out to be a locked display case, once inside the shop. I go in and it all begins………..
“I am interested in those, how much are they?”
275 Rupees, Sir! 360 with VAT!
“Ok, may I please see them?”
Yes of course, Sir!! ...and doesn‟t move. I say again:
“May I look at those?”
Of course!.
“But I would like to have them in my hand.”
Oh, no Sir, you see the cabinet it is locked!
“Well could you open it for me, so I can touch them?”
No Sir, it is not allowed.
“Well then how do you sell things here?”
Oh, Sir, you see this is only display, if you want to buy you must give me the
money and I give you a ticket and you go around to the next street to our
Headquarters – they will give it to you!
(I am now feeling like Groucho Marx in that classic Day at The Races scene, where
Chico sells him all the race guide books). But I fork over a 500 rupee note and wait
for my change. None is forthcoming and there is an awkward silence as he writes
out a docket gives it to me and then we both look at each other.
“And my change?”
Oh, No Sir, I cannot give change!
“Why not?”
Because that is the job of our Headquarters around the corner!
So, somewhat guardedly I take him to the door of the shop and make him tell me
exactly where “around the corner” is. I follow his directions and sure enough, there
is a hole in the wall bearing the same company name as on my docket. Four
people are sitting around in there, in what looks just like the inside of the shop I
came from. I hand over my docket and the guy at the front yells out to Mahommed
or somesuch. Mahommed appears from the gloom takes the docket, disappears
out the back and comes back with the headset in its plastic packaging and puts it
on the desk. Five people are now looking at the headset. I go to pick it up but one
guy waves his hand and shakes his head.
I step back and wait. No one speaks. Finally the guy nearest the phone picks it up
and has a conversation. More time passes. Then a Bhurka-clad woman appears,
clutching my change.
She gives it to him, he gives it to me. I ask for my docket back or a receipt. There
are anxious glances. She calls out to Mohammed and asks where the docket is. He
goes “D’uh” in Mauritian (or some other language) and disappears outback again,
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reappearing with it in his hand. I put mine out but he shakes his head and gestures
to the other guy. He starts writing a receipt ON A CARBONISED PRINTED RECEIPT
BOOK. He then rips off the top copy and gives it to Madam Lash in the Bhurka and
says something. She gives me a dirty look and goes NEXT DOOR, reappearing in a
few minutes with a PHOTOCOPY of the receipt and again, hands it to the guy who
hands it to me. (What am I, a PIG or something?)
“Thankyou” in my best French and leave, wondering if I have just dreamt the
whole episode. But I have my second headset and it works quite well.

An Introduction to the Survey Corps 1959/60

By Don Swiney. Pictures of many of the people Don mentions at the end of this article were provided in the
Photo Gallery section of the previous issue (4/09).

It was before dawn when all the Southbound „marchouts‟ of 4 Platoon, A Company 1RTB
handed in our bedding which was all we still owed the Q Store and climbed into the truck
with our so called „marching order‟ and the one Globite case we were allowed to bring into
the Army with our vestiges of our civilian life. The truck was to take us to the Kapooka
Station to catch the Sydney Albury train and then the connection on to Melbourne. It was
June and very cold as we gathered on the station, left for the first time in thirteen weeks to
our own devices, and half wondered if we shouldn‟t be in two ranks. We numbered about
fifteen with eight only going as far as Bandiana to the RAEME and Ordnance Centres and about
five bound for the School of Signals plus Laurie Attridge and myself going to the School of
Military Survey, both at Balcombe on the Mornington Peninsula. The train arrived and we
clambered on. The carriages of the NSWR in those days were heated by steam pumped
through pipes under seats from the engine. I remember being very thankful notwithstanding
the fact that it burnt the spit polish off my boots.
On through the morning until we arrived at Albury for a quick change of trains across the
platform for the Melbourne bound train but with time for a quick sandwich at the
Refreshment Rooms to make up for breakfast. The train pulled into Spencers Street Station a
little after midday so it was around to the RTO (Rail Transport Officer) to present our
Movement Orders (Mob 3‟s) and get a warrant for a ticket to Mornington and another warrant
to cash in for lunch. I was a little surprised to find that they had a vehicle to take us around
to Flinders Street (it was further away than I thought) with all our gear that we were able to
stow in a locker on the station and then to the Refreshment Rooms for lunch. Someone
remarked that the food was no better than what we were getting at Kapooka, and that was
true.
It was the custom that when you passed through Melbourne on the way to your Corps school
you would go to Inch Brothers, a firm of predominantly military tailors in a basement in Little
Bourke Street to get your corps and formation flashes sewn onto your uniform. I don‟t know
where the information came from, it was just general knowledge. One of the blokes going to
Signals knew where it was so with our spare battle dress jacket and our two spare KD shirts
which we had the foresight to pack on the top of our kitbags, we followed him. It was a very
professional operation, they were obviously expecting us and the bloke behind the counter
simply asked „Corps, unit and any badges of rank?. They knew enough from the unit as to
what formation flash we wanted – more than we did, and it seemed that within minutes we
had our uniforms back (including the jacket and shirt we were wearing) with all the flashes
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sewn on. With the bill paid and a braided Survey Corps purple lanyard in place, it was back to
the station in time to catch the afternoon train to Frankston and then connect to the one to
Mornington.
The train arrived at Mornington just on nightfall and it was cold, windy and raining. A truck
from the School of Signals was waiting. We told the driver that we were going to the School
of Survey but told to „get on‟ nonetheless. The arrival outside the School of Signals orderly
room was equally cold and wet and unceremonious with the duty sergeant was about to
allocate everyone to a room when we piped up and said we were going to „Survey‟. He
vaguely indicated up the hill and off Laurie and I plodded, in the dark and the rain, now again
wearing our packs and carrying a kit bag in one hand and the trusty globite case in the other.
The School of Survey occupied the Southern corner of Balcombe Barracks but Laurie and I had
no real idea where we were going but plodded on heading generally to the top of the hill and
the glow of the distant lights (which turned to be the OR‟s Canteen). By chance, we spotted
a survey beacon on the side of the road and thought we must be close. Closer examination
revealed a sign and across a small parade ground, a single lit room at the end of a long hut
labeled „Orderly Room‟. We finally presented ourselves to the Duty Corporal who we
disturbed studying an impressively sized text book, not the „girlie‟ magazines that seemed to
populate duty rooms we had been used to up until then. We might have got the vague
impression then that the „Survey‟ was a bit different.
“What do you want”, he greeted us with in a very thick accent. We told him our story and
wondered if we could find a bed. George Gruska was attending a multiplex course at the
time and judging from the „black swan‟ flash he was wearing was posted to Western Australia
which we enviously noted. He reluctantly closed his textbook and led us a bit further up the
hill across the parade ground to the student lines and our rooms. I was mightily impressed,
two man rooms with our name hand lettered on the door and above the bed space, much
better conditions than we had been used to. I muttered hopefully about something to eat but
was told gruffly by George that if you come in this time of night you can‟t expect the mess to
be open.
I was sharing a room with Keith Broadbent, a fellow West Australian and originally a „Pom‟
and as I was making myself known to him and was unpacking my gear when George stuck his
head in the door to tell me that the cook was still in the kitchen and if we went up there now
we might have half a chance of something to eat. I was starving, and would have eaten a
horse but so expecting no more than a slice of bread Laurie and I went up the mess. We met
for the first time, „Dorse‟ Kennaugh, one of the three or four cooks who made up the catering
staff at the school. Dorse had done time in the occupation force in Japan and had made
Japanese cooking one of his specialties. We found him making „Chop Suey‟ for the next day
while fortifying himself with a bottle of rum. We got the same greeting as we got at the
Orderly Room but now gaining in confidence, we persevered and were rewarded with two big
steaming bowls of what Dorse was preparing in to which he broke two raw eggs. I had had a
fairly sheltered up bringing and from where I came from, you didn‟t eat raw egg but
notwithstanding and as hungry as I was, I ate it. I don‟t remember a meal I enjoyed more.
The next morning and after breakfast, all the students (and prospective students) paraded on
the parade ground under the control of WO2 Bernie Snell, the SSM. Laurie and I reported to
him after the parade and were told that there were two vacancies on the next courses
starting the next Monday, one on the draughting course and the other on the surveying
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course. We had a couple of minutes to decide who was to do what and so, on the verandah
outside the Orderly room we made the decision that was to shape the rest of our life. Laurie
was happy to do the draughting and I the surveying. With that decided and since it was now
Thursday, we had two days to fill in doing „general duties‟. I ended up cleaning bricks for the
Adjutant‟s gardening grand plan with Noel Sproles. Noel was to start with us on the following
Monday but I quickly learnt from the banter that he had been selected to go to the Officer
Cadet School and was starting the course at Portsea the following week. Officers at that
stage, to me, were some ethereal being that you occasionally saw in the distance but
generally you kept out of their way. Here I was, cleaning bricks next to someone who was to
be one of those beings in a little over twelve months time. I had a lot more to learn about
the Survey Corps.
My enlistment into the Survey Corps had been arranged by Major Bill Sprenger who was the
DAD Svy in Western Australia at the time and he had organized my enlistment so that after I
had finished recruit training, I would start immediately on the basic course. When the course
started, I quickly found that I was at a distinct disadvantage as those others on the course had
been at the School for varying periods of time and although they had spent their time in the
mornings carrying out „general duties‟, the afternoons were spent being coached in maths and
physics. We reported to the 15/59 Basic Course class room (so it said on the door) on the
Monday morning and met for the first time our instructors, WO2 Jim Booten (who quickly
became known as „father‟) and WO2 James W Bounds (Jim). I recall that in the first few days
of the course we were give a traverse one afternoon to complete by the following morning
and we had to compute it using logarithms……I had no idea where to start but the others had
a pretty fair idea having had some instruction before the course started. Dave O‟Hara, a
fellow West Australian recognized I was in trouble and we worked on the assignment
together. We finished it late in the evening and I signed off the bottom of the traverse form
and dropped it in the instructor‟s box at the rear of the classroom. About midday the next
day Dave was summoned to the instructor‟s office at the rear of the classroom and emerged
sometime later looking a bit shaken. I was then summoned and confronted by Jim Bounds
who accused me of cheating. I relayed the situation as I knew it and it appeared to mollify
him somewhat. I did get a stern lecture about signing off survey computation sheets if I
hadn‟t calculated them independently and I returned to the class also shaken and having had
my first big lesson about the Survey Corps.
During the course of the first week of the course we had an address from both the Senior
Instructor, Major Harvey Hall and the Adjutant, Captain John Hillier. The Senior Instructor‟
address was memorable because at one point, he looked around the class, counted up the
number of students (there were twenty three) and announced that there were too many and
Survey Directorate only wanted twelve graduates from this course. John Hillier berated us
about the usual adjutant sort of stuff such as no food or booze in the lines, standards of dress
and the like. At one point he announced that „we don‟t have scruffy digs here‟ which in itself
wasn‟t significant except I was sitting in the second line of desks from the front and could see
that he done some running repairs on one of the soles of his shoe with a stapler. Having just
come from Kapooka I guessed I had a fair bit of slack in this regard.
The course slipped into a routine with planetabling in the Dromana Valley during the day and
Maths and Physics classes for four nights a week. We were all very conscious of the eleven
students who were not going to be there at the end, but one by one people disappeared off
the course. Some were simply taken off the course to await the next one, Bob Stranger was
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one I remember, who one day, threw his planetable in the bush out in the Dromana Valley
and stalked off….never to be seen again. A couple really did disappear and were sent to an
Infantry Battalion so the rumor would have it. The demise of many were the so called „axe
exams‟ where, without notice, we were given a maths or physics exam and the bottom one or
two were taken off the course. After about three months, we were down to twelve and the
whole atmosphere changed. We now knew we had a fair chance of getting over the line. Jim
Bounds was replaced by Sergeant Les Bailey and both he and Father became much more
relaxed, personally involved and although there was no reduction of the amount of work we
had to do, we now felt we were being taught rather than being tested. The planetabling had
morphed into third order traversing then to triangulation and astronomy interspersed with
photogrammetry (on the wet days), barometer heighting with a couple of odd subjects such
as morse code and axemanship. The physics and the maths kept pace with the maths
developing into spherical trigonometry as we moved into astronomy.
Our life whilst on the course revolved about the classroom, Dromana Valley, the OR‟s mess
and with the occasional sojourns to the canteen which in fact was on the hill just above us.
Most Saturday mornings were spent at the adjutant‟s bidding generally working on the
surrounds of the school and quaintly referred to as „internal economy‟. Saturday nights were
spent either at the canteen or if we could convince one of the car owners on the course, to
go into a dance run by one of the churches in Frankston. We were quickly marked as „army‟
by the local girls and given a pretty wide berth but still, you never knew when you might get
lucky. Television was new to me as a West Australian as it did not arrive in Perth until 1960.
At 6 o‟clock on a Saturday night, many of us would gather in the canteen to watch 6 O‟clock
Rock. It was the only television in Balcombe that I was aware of but that was about the only
time we made use of it but it was a great novelty to me. On the odd occasion, we were given
Saturday morning off and if you could make your way into Mornington or better still,
Frankston, it was an opportunity to do a bit of shopping. We didn‟t really want for much as
most of the day to day items were bought at the canteen. A trip to Mornington was the only
way we could get access to a telephone to ring home and that required a lot of patience and
a pocketful of two shilling pieces.
Apart from the administration parades we had every week day morning, the other reminder
that we were still in the Army was the PT we had every week that consisted of a five mile run
and the annual range shoot and annual PT tests. One of these PT tests was memorable as it
was another lesson in how the Survey Corps operated. We were to do the „rope‟ test which
consisted of a climb up a rope to about three metres, traverse across about four metres and
climb down another three metres. The rope test was to be conducted in an outside PT area
right across the other side of the Army Apprentices School and supervised by the Adjutant.
We gathered outside the Orderly Room in two ranks under the control of the Duty Student and
waited for the Adjutant. He soon appeared and like us, in PT gear. He looked at us rather
regimentally in two ranks and informed us that we were not going to march down but would,
as gentlemen of Survey, stroll and commune as we went. So we did, all the way down
through the Army Apprentices School and had nearly made it out the other side when a Drill
Instructor jumped out from behind a building and proceeded to berate us about being lazy
and idle and a few other things. John Hillier waited until he had finished, introduced himself,
thanked him for his advice and informed him that if we needed further guidance we would
call on him but in the meantime we would continue as we were….and we did.
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As students on course, the only duties we did was acting as mess stewards in the Officers and
Sergeants Mess. I was rostered for that duty one weekend. Sunday lunch was being served
and Dorse Kennaugh was cooking. Major Harvey Hall chose „roast beef‟ which I relayed back
to Dorse. With the meal on the plate, I took it back to the Officer‟s Dining Room and place it
in front of Harvey. „That bloody cook knows I don‟t like gravy‟ was his response so I was left
to take it back to Dorse to plate it up again. Dorse responded with an expletive, picked the
couple of slabs of beef of the plate, walk over to the sink full of soapy water, dipped the
meat in a couple of times and slapped them back on the plate again. I was left to take the
plate back to Harvey and with some trepidation and fully expecting an explosion, I placed it
in front of him. Not a word was said and I gratefully retired back to the kitchen. We all at
some time or another filled the position of „Duty Student‟ which wasn‟t very onerous and
mainly consisted of holding the key to the classroom and passing any messages on to the rest
of the course from the orderly room and distributing the mail. We were, however,
responsible for the preparation of the cut lunches for the rest of course if we were working
out in the field. That meant that the duty student had to report to the cook at 6 O‟oclock in
the morning and starting by putting the required number of loaves through the slicer and
laying the slices out on to a bench. In the mean time a slab of butter was in a pot on the
stove until it was melted. It was an easy matter to butter each slice with a paint brush kept
for that purpose. The filling was made up of the contents of a couple of tins of tuna in a pot
and mixed with a small amount of vinegar and this was spread on half the slices of bread and
maybe a slice of tomato was added to each. There was enough for three sandwiches for each
student. By lunchtime, it was an inedible mess and for the most part was thrown away. We
complained on each occasion to the duty student but each time when it came to your own
turn you produced the identical lunch.
Christmas was drawing close and I was painfully aware that I did not have enough leave to go
back to Perth and anyway I was not entitled to free travel. Leave in those days was accrued
from June to June and having joined the Army in March I had accrued only that from March
until June, about six days. The other West Australians on the course we in a similar situation
and although I don‟t recall ever discussing it, I presumed we would be spending a pretty bleak
Christmas at Balcombe and I suppose the others thought the same. At the beginning of
December, it was announced that the School would be shut down over Christmas and
everyone was to be given „CO‟s grant‟ of leave but most importantly of all, the West
Australians were to be flown to and from Perth. It meant in effect that we were to get a full
fourteen days in Perth. I could not believe it. I had never flown before and anyway, at that
time, only the very affluent flew. There was much excited preparation among the West
Australians ranging from trips into Mornington to make the trunk calls to Perth to warn out
the family to the packing and repacking of the globite suitcase to make it weigh exactly thirty
pounds we were allowed. We used a big set of farm scales in the Q store for that purpose.
The day came and it was onto the back of a truck and out to Essendon airport to board the
flight to Perth. We flew in a Douglas DC 6B powered by four drumming vibrating piston
engines that were the state of the art at the time. We left Essendon late in the day and
landed at both Adelaide and Kalgoorlie arriving in Perth midmorning the following day. The
leave passed and we were on way back to Balcombe two weeks later. My abiding memories of
that leave was that of trying to convince my mother that I did not pay for the airline ticket as
she could not imagine that the army would fly an insignificant little „erc‟ from Melbourne to
Perth and back at taxpayers expense and the other was the trawl around my old mates to find
that I now had little in common with them.
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Around Easter of 1960 we were to complete our DP1 training which translated means „Draft
Priority One‟ or in effect that we were fully trained. Our training was to make a map from
scratch and to make sure that we did not do any preparation before hand, we were not to
know where we were going. The word had leaked out, probably intentionally that we were
going to Wilson‟s Promontory and we surreptitiously gathered what we could. On the
appointed day we loaded the trucks and climbed aboard to make our way to Wilson‟s
Promontory or so we thought. In fact the driver of the lead vehicle turned off the Gippsland
Highway and we went instead to Philip Island. The instructors had put it over us again. We
set up camp in the camping area and then told what the task was. We were given the
location of two trig points and air photography coverage of the island and from then on, it
was up to us. We photo annotated, barometer heighted and triangulated until we reckoned
that we had enough data and it was back to Balcombe to do the photogrammetry and
cartography. We produced a pretty passable 1:10,000 map of Philip Island or so we thought
and that just about wound the course up. The last day of the course had us filing one by one
into the Chief Instructor‟s Office to find out whether we had passed or not. All of us had bar
one. Our graduation was celebrated that night with a formal dinner but the big effect was
that our pay virtually doubled from that day.
Eleven of the twelve students on the course qualified as „Surveyor Topographic Class 3‟ on the
6 may 1960. They were:
Barry Baxter : came from NSW and was in his mid twenties (I would reckon) and after
graduation was posted to Eastern Command Field Survey Section. He completed nine years
engagement, served in Vietnam and left the Army as a sergeant. Last heard of, many years
later, was working on a dairy farm in Northern NSW and trying to dodge his wife. Barry was
one of the older members of the course and with Hans Kramer provided a steadying influence
on the younger members.
Graham (Scobie) Beasley: came from Victoria, probably eighteen whilst on the course and
after graduation was posted to the AHQ Survey Regiment. Scobie was intelligent but was the
„mad professor‟ of the course noted for his absent mindedness and a „different‟ approach‟.
He was also noted for his occasional „binge‟ sessions and that he was taken down by Harry
Watson every pay week with his betting on horses. Scobie served on for at least twelve years
in the ARA, became an extremely skilled photogrammetrist and left the Army to become a
laboratory technician at Melbourne University working in the photogrammetric laboratory
while he completed an arts degree. He moved on to the Aeronautical Information Service
where he stayed until he retired. He maintained his association with the Survey Corps
through the Army Reserve and was commissioned as a Lieutenant in 1979. Scobie provided a
fair bit of entertainment on the course as he was always getting into some sort of a
predicament or another. „Scobie‟ stories became the stuff of legend.
Bruce Bellette : was a Queenslander and after graduation was posted to Northern Command
Field Survey Section. Bruce served in the ARA for six years and left the Army. He now lives in
Rockhamton, Queensland.
Keith Broadbent : a West Australian and previously, from England. Keith had come straight
from school and unlike the rest of us had been educated to year twelve. He found the
academic aspects of the course relatively easy and as a result graduated with the highest
mark of the course. He was posted to the AHQ Survey Regiment after graduation. He served
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on in the ARA six years and left with the rank of corporal to work for the SEC of Victoria. He
was last heard living at Benalla.
Hans Kramer : Jumped ship from a German merchant ship and was employed in various
occupations around Eastern Australia. He then joined the Army and the Survey Corps. He,
with Barry Baxter, were the leaders of the course; Hans more so than Barry. After graduation
he was posted to Eastern Command Field Survey Squadron and subsequently to Northern
Command. He served on until the 1980‟s reaching the rank of WO 1 before retiring and
buying a prawn fishing boat. He died recently from cancer.
Dave O‟Hara : a West Australian from South Fremantle and probably about eighteen. during
the course. Dave steered the middle course and graduated fairly comfortably I would have
thought. After graduation he was posted to the AHQ Survey Regiment where he spent three
or four years and then to Western Command Field Survey Section where he served out his six
years. He worked on various mining projects in Northwest Western Australia and did well. He
retired to the Southwest of Western Australia and then moved to Davenport in Tasmania
where he still remains.
Daryl Parker came from a dairy farm out of Denmark, West Australia. He also was about
eighteen when he started the course. He did well and probably was the best balance
between the theory and practical aspects of the course content. After graduation, he also
went to the AHQ Survey Regiment and served for another two years. He, unfortunately was
medically discharged and went to work for National Mapping. He completed his surveying
degree at RMIT and then moved on to PNG, back to Austalia and was in private practice in
Rockhampton and then to Jakarta. He is now retired and lives in Violet Town in Victoria.
Tom Sawyer also came from West Australia but claimed to be of „romany‟ descent. He was
also about eighteen, generally did well on the course and was posted to the AHQ Survey
Regiment and then served at the school and SVN served for 12 years before going back to
West Australia and worked for the Mines Department. He still lives in Western Australia.
Don Swiney was another West Australian, having spent a year after leaving school working for
Westralian Farmers Cooperative Limited (now Wesfarmers), joined the course as the youngest
man in the Corps, a mantle he inherited from Ross McMillan and passed on to Brian Rodgers.
He was posted to the AHQ Survey Regiment, spent two years there and was posted to the
Maralinga Atomic Range. He was selected for OCS whilst there and after the year at Portsea
graduated into RAE. Returning to RASvy in 1973 where he continued to serve until 1992.
Andrew Warwick, a Tasmanian and being a redhead was generally known as „Blue‟. After he
left school he spent a year working as a surveyor‟s assistant on the Burnie to Zeehan Railroad.
He joined the bulk of the other students at the AHQ Survey Regiment. He served for twelve
years in the Corps at Bendigo, Maralinga and Central Command Field Survey Section in
Adelaide and after his discharge returned to Tasmania and worked for Tasmanian Hydro.
When he retired he bought a drycleaning business and ran that with his family until he sold it
recently. He still lives in Hobart.
Harry Watson. Prior to his enlistment in the Australian Army, Harry had been a Captain in the
RMP in Hong Kong. He was enlisted in the Australian Army as a Corporal in Infantry and was
posted to the Personel Depot at Royal Park. He was checking the pay rates one day and
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discovered the Survey Corps soldiers were the highest paid in the Army. That was good
enough for Harry and he transferred, accepting a reduction to sapper and ended up on the
15/59 Basic Survey Course with the rest of us. Harry ran the „book‟ at Balcombe and
seemingly without conscience took Scobie‟s pay off him every fortnight. Harry‟s
mathematical background stood him in good stead and he passed the course without too much
effort on his part. Harry also joined us at the AHQ Survey Regiment and continued his
bookmaking activities at Bendigo. He was on to every lurk going and discovered that the
Army would transport you to your next of kin every year no matter where. Harry examined a
map of Australia and determined that the fartherest place from Bendigo in Australia was
Whim Creek in West Australia‟s Northwest. Harry got hold of a West Australian phone book,
found that there was a pub at Whim Creek. He established his credentials with the publican
who had no objection in being Harry‟s next of kin and so from then on the Army would pay
and give time for Harry to go the Whim Creek every year. Harry was supposed to sign on for
six years when he joined Survey but no one got him to sign the form so when his time ran out
Harry left. He ended up at Whim Creek, married the publican‟s daughter and worked with
the Main Roads Department as a surveyor. It is generally thought that he is now dead.
Sammy Watson was the one who failed. Sammy had served in the corps for some years as a
survey assistant, had come from Northern Command Field Survey Section and claimed Ma`ori
forebears but more likely kanaka. He expressed on many occasions his disdain of the
Australian Aborigine. He served on in the corps for a number of years and was deemed
qualified as a Surveyor Topo a couple of years later. He left the Army and became a leading
advocate of the aboriginal cause in Queensland. He has since died.

Vale
For a pleasant change, I am not aware of any farewells since the last newsletter.

Photo Gallery

Photos, old and new, related to RASvy Corps activities.
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Pics previous page: Balcombe headquarters building from Bilby tower, student lines and Wild T2 with Classroom.

Aerial view of School of Military Survey,
Balcombe.
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